Introduction {#Sec1}
============

In recent times, the heyday of the Internet and the advance of technology have produced tons of data which are processed by several systems \[[@CR1]\]. These systems apply the strategy of separating data into simpler and smaller pieces in order to process them efficiently. Thus, the information extraction task and the generation of knowledge are simplified. This issue has led to the resurface of distributed systems.

*Multi-Agent Systems* (*MAS*) \[[@CR2]\] are a specific case of distributed systems. They use agents that are software abstractions able to perform tasks and to satisfy the associated goals interacting with the environment around. These agents present desirable features as: autonomy \[[@CR3]\], flexible behaviour to react to changes in the environment in a timely fashion \[[@CR4]\], and dynamic interaction between them \[[@CR5]\].

Nevertheless, these systems have some shortcomings. The organisation to solve specific situations is one of the most typical challenges \[[@CR6]\]. In this regard, bio-inspired mechanisms are one of the most used self-organisation solutions \[[@CR7]\]. Thus, they can adapt some social animal behaviour to solve specific situations. Typical instances of these mechanisms are insect colonies \[[@CR8]\], fish shoals \[[@CR9]\] and mammals packs \[[@CR10]\], where the solution of a complex problem is achieved by the individuals solving simpler issues.

This paper proposes *Ant Colony based Architecture with Subjective Logic* (*ACA-SL*), a novel architecture based on bio-inspired *MAS* and *Subjective Logic* (*SL*) \[[@CR11]\] to develop distributed *Decision Support Systems*(*DSS*) \[[@CR12]\]. These latter are able to produce evaluation according to a specific topic or domain according to a previously obtained knowledge. *ACA-SL* has been developed as part of the SABERMED project, which is funded by the Spanish Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness. *ACA-SL* emulates the behaviour of ant colonies to execute distributed jobs. The way in which jobs are defined exhibits a high degree of flexibility for multiple application scenarios. For this purpose, there will be several agents assuming the same role as workers in ant colonies. Jobs are defined as the combination of very diverse tasks which may hold some dependencies among them. This fact provides agents with the capability to work on the same job at the same time. The architecture combines the opinions generated by following the rules, and methodologies defined in the *SL*.

A system based on *ACA-SL* has been implemented to show the viability of the proposal. It has been used to analyse websites and generate an opinion concerning the degree of trust applicable to them. The created opinions are the result of processing related information extracted from the websites under analysis (e.g. domain and Whois).

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} situates the proposal in the domain and make comparisons with previous approaches. Section [3](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"} details *ACA-SL* and its components. Section [4](#Sec10){ref-type="sec"} presents the experiments. Finally, Sect. [5](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"} concludes and proposes future guidelines.

Background {#Sec2}
==========

This section introduces the foundations of *ACA-SL*. It overviews the concept of *MAS* (see Sect. [2.1](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}), both by defining it and also by providing some details on the current state of art. Secondly, insect colonies and their internal organisational procedures are introduced (see Sect. [2.2](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}). Finally, *SL* foundations and most common applications are presented (see Sect. [2.3](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}).

Multi-Agent Systems {#Sec3}
-------------------

Agents can be defined as intelligent autonomous entities able to act, partially perceive the environment they live in, interact with it and communicate with other agents \[[@CR13]\]. They take part in an organised activity in order to satisfy the particular goals they were designed to, both by executing a set of skills and by interacting with other agents. These goals are evaluated by a mental state. The mental state acts as the brain of the agents, containing steps and rules. Therefore, agents show pro-activeness (they exhibit goal-directed behaviour by taking initiative), reactivity (they perceive their environment and respond in a timely way to changes that may occur in the environment) and social awareness (they cooperate with other agents in order to accomplish their tasks) \[[@CR14]\].

*MAS* \[[@CR15]\] are a loosely coupled set of agents situated in a common environment that interact with each other to solve complex problems that are beyond the individual capacities or knowledge of each agent \[[@CR16]\]. These systems are found in a wide spectrum of heterogeneous applications such as simulations \[[@CR17]\], optimisation problems \[[@CR18]\] and computers games \[[@CR19]\]. *MAS* have been also used in the literature with the purpose of distributing very demanding tasks \[[@CR20]\]. They are able to use agents that perform simple tasks in order to generate a more complex and demanding one. Fields of application where these kind of approaches are considered are road traffic \[[@CR21]\] and communication networks \[[@CR22]\].

There are multiple frameworks available to implement software based on *MAS*. Many of them respond to the restless evolution and unremitting development occurring both in the industry and in the scientific community. JADE (Java Agent Development framework) \[[@CR23]\], FIPA-OS (Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents Operating System) \[[@CR24]\] and SPADE (Smart Python Agent Development Environment) \[[@CR25]\] exemplify some of the existing options at disposal of the user.

*MAS* can be designed by using Agent-Based Modelling (ABM) \[[@CR26]\] and Agent-Oriented Software Engineering (AOSE) techniques \[[@CR27]\]. These ones are considered by solid methodologies to simulate relationships and communication channels between agents. Instances of well-known agent methodologies are INGENIAS \[[@CR28]\] and Tropos \[[@CR29]\].

*ACA-SL* models a *MAS* that identifies agents as workers belonging to an ant colony. Notice that at this point, these workers are only modelled through a finite state machine, instead of defining explicitly goals and mental states. The implementation achieved to validate the proposal has been developed using the SPADE framework.

Insect Colonies {#Sec4}
---------------

Many species of social insects exhibit the division of labour among their members. This behaviour can be observed in bumblebee colonies \[[@CR30]\], termites colonies \[[@CR31]\] and wasp colonies \[[@CR32]\]. The specific task allocation can be determined by multiple features. The age of the individual \[[@CR33]\], the body size \[[@CR34]\] or the position held in the nest \[[@CR35]\] are some instances of these features. Several works concentrate on these behaviours in order to propose new task allocation strategies in artificial systems \[[@CR36]\].

Regarding the task allocation method used by individuals, it can be modelled by using response thresholds \[[@CR37]\]. These thresholds refer to individual tendency to react to task-associated stimuli. For the specific case of ants, it is considered that every task can exert certain level of influence over them. Thus, if the stimulus that a task exerts on an ant is higher than its response threshold, the ant engages to this task. This leads to considering the existence of castes in which individuals may have different response thresholds. In the case of artificial systems, the use of these response thresholds to solve labour division have been used to enhance response times and load balancing issues \[[@CR38]\].

*ACA-SL* uses a model based on two different types of ants according to a specific response threshold. The architecture provides a specific definition to the measure of the stimuli and the response threshold level.

Subjective Logic {#Sec5}
----------------

*SL* \[[@CR11]\] is a type of logic that allows playing with subjective beliefs. These ones are modelled as *opinions*. The *opinions* represent the probabilities of a proposition or an event with a certain degree of uncertainty. *SL* defines a set of operations that can be applied to the *opinions*. Typical instances of these operations are: *addition*, *subtraction*, *cumulative fusion* and *transitivity*.

*SL* extends the traditional belief function model \[[@CR39]\]. This logic is also different from Fuzzy logic \[[@CR40]\]. While Fuzzy logic uses vague propositions but provides accurate measurements, *SL* works with clear propositions and uncertain measures.

Given a binomial variable (*true* or *false*) representing a proposition *x*, and a source of *opinions* *A*, an *opinion* provided by *A* about *x*, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Regarding the features of *SL*, they have made this logic suitable for applying it to multiple projects covering different knowledge areas. Thus, in general, it can be used to build frameworks for *DSS* \[[@CR41]\]. More specifically, *SL* can be used in Trust Network Analysis to calculate the trust between different parts of the network where trust measures can be expressed as beliefs \[[@CR42]\]. Analogously, in mobile networks, *SL* can be used to calculate the reputation of the communication nodes \[[@CR43]\]. *SL* can be also used in applications independent from the technology (for instance, legal reasoning \[[@CR44]\]).

The proposed architecture makes use of *SL* to handle the beliefs that can be generated as a result of the different tasks processed. These beliefs are modelled as *opinions* using only a specific subset of operations.

Proposed Architecture {#Sec6}
=====================

This section details *ACA-SL*. The aim of this architecture is to produce a design to develop *DSS* able to make evaluations. It combines bio-inspired *MAS* approaches with *SL* to achieve this issue. Overall jobs are decomposed into multiple tasks which are assigned to the different agents. Agents take full responsibility on a successful accomplishment of the assigned tasks. Notice that *ACA-SL* defines the baselines on how the jobs should be divided into atomic tasks. Individual results arising from their internal processes are then combined to obtain a solution for the global problems.Fig. 1.Components defined by *ACA-SL*.

Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows an overview of the proposed architecture. A system based on this architecture takes responsibility on executing the jobs. These ones correspond to needs that the external systems may require to satisfy.

Next sections address the internal procedures followed by agents, detailing jobs and their inner structure. They also describe how *SL* is implemented in the proposal.

Multi-Agent System Based on Ant Colonies {#Sec7}
----------------------------------------

Analogous to nature, the proposed architecture presents an environment where workers live in. The behaviour of workers is represented by a finite state machine with three states (see Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 2.Life cycle of a worker as a finite state machine.

Delving into the behaviour of workers, the registering of a new job represents a change happening in the environment. These changes (i.e. new jobs) exert stimuli that are perceived by workers, which can be influenced by it. To prevent that some task remains in inconsistent states, only idle workers (those not running any task) are influenced by jobs. Workers make a decision on whether to take responsibility on the new jobs created based on this job influence.

Every worker presents an internal threshold which is compared to the job influence value itself to determine whether the latter presents a higher value and consequently, a switch to the new job is required. Based on this threshold, the bio-inspired approach defines two castes of workers \[[@CR37]\]: *major* and *minor*. Those workers simulating *major* ants will show a higher threshold than the one assigned to the workers representing *minor* ants. This feature allows reserving workers to carry out specific jobs. For example, if the influence of a job is calculated based on its priority, the major workers only perform high-priority jobs. This feature plays a crucial role in systems where resources availability, response times and load balancing are critical and very demanding \[[@CR45]\].

The Job Workflow {#Sec8}
----------------

A job gets represented by directed graphs (see, for instance, Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Its component tasks can be interpreted as the multiple possible road-maps linking the *start* node (i.e. starting point) with the *finish* (i.e. finishing point). The workers assigned to a job that are not running any task are placed at the *start* node. These workers are continuously checking the status of all tasks connected to the *start* node via directed edges. If all connected tasks present are being run by other worker, then workers wait at the *start* node. Those tasks connected to the *start* node that are not being executed, present themselves as potential candidates to be selected by workers.Fig. 3.Instance of a job graph and its tasks.

Workers are oriented towards the task selection issue. Thus, there are measures which provide cost values to the different edges between nodes.

A job is considered to be successfully completed when the worker handling the last task represented by the *finish* node completes its duties. Notice that jobs are independent from each other.

Regarding the intermediate nodes of this graph, they represent the different tasks in which the job is divided, giving shape to multiple possible paths linking the *start* node with the *finish* node. It may be the case when there is not any path from the *start* node to the *finish* node (e.g. the intermediate nodes have raised errors). This situation translates into a job finishing with failures during execution.

Notice that the next tasks available in the path are the next related to the last completed one (i.e. a completed task is no longer visible as available tasks for workers). Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} illustrates this point with an example. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c_{1-A}$$\end{document}$ be the cost between (1) and (A). Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}(a) shows one path and one task connected to the *start* node along with the cost involved in the different edges. When the task (1) is completed, it is hidden and the *start* node gets virtually connected to the node (*A*) by establishing a new edge with cost value $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c_{1-A}$$\end{document}$.Fig. 4.a.- State of the path from (start) to (A) before task (1) is completed. b.- State of the path from (start) to (A) after task (1) is completed.

Regarding the tasks, they are considered as atomic. Every worker assigned to a job is responsible for carrying out just one of the component tasks at a time. Hence, a one-to-one relationship between workers and tasks is established. Tasks assigned to workers contain specific prerequisites to be fulfilled. These preconditions are addressed to ensure correct alignment of workers.

According to these preconditions, tasks are organised into two main groups. The first group considers the tasks that require the fulfillment of all the prerequisites to be executed (labelled as *strict*), while the second group includes tasks executed every time a requirement is satisfied (labelled as *soft*).

In Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, the *strict* tasks are represented by squares, while the *soft* tasks are pictured by circles. In this example, task represented by node ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J_F$$\end{document}$) are completed. On this way, the requirements can be only satisfied with the result of an individual previous task.

Tasks follow a specific workflow to manage their own internal state. Five states are defined in this regard: *waiting*, *running*, *completed*, *error* and *blocked*. Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows the dynamic flow and possible relationships between states.Fig. 5.Flow diagram of the states of a job.

When a new job is created, all component tasks are in *waiting* state. Once a worker is in a position to start with a task (i.e. fulfillment of its particular requirements), the task changes its internal *waiting* state to *running*. A successful completion of the task results in a *completed* state for it. However, if errors were found during the process, the task changes to *error* state. Notice that any other worker can take responsibility for a task in the *error* state to seek its completion (even the same original worker). However, tasks can also enter into a *blocked* state when, after being in *error* and proceed with retrial, *completed* state is not reached. All tasks in *blocked* state are removed from the pool of available tasks for workers, which results in not considering neither their nodes nor the edges connected to them in the graph.

Combining Opinions with Subjective Logic {#Sec9}
----------------------------------------

The proposed architecture lies in its ability to deal with beliefs. In pursue of that feature, *SL* is considered as a methodology to manage these beliefs. The belief can be the results of the execution of a task.

Considering the fact that *ACA-SL* currently finds itself at a very early stage, just binomial opinions are taken into account in the remaining of this section. Likewise, a reduced subset formed by two operators is contemplated in the proposed architecture (see Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}) : *cumulative fusion operator* ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The use of *SL* enables to manage opinions given by multiples sources. These opinions can be combined. Furthermore, the sources can have different robustness levels based on the confidence in each of them. The confidence in a source can be assigned by manual setup, using rules defined by human experts, or can be dynamically defined by training the system (e.g. using a previously evaluated dataset).

Experiments {#Sec10}
===========

A *DSS* based on *ACA-SL* has been implemented to evaluate the validity of the proposed architecture. The system purpose is to identify malicious web domains. Thus, given a domain, the system is capable of generating an opinion about it. This opinion is based on specific methods gathered from the literature of the domain. These methods are to query well-known blacklists \[[@CR46]\], to check both the number of dots in the domain \[[@CR47]\] and the registration date of the domain \[[@CR48]\].Fig. 7.Job graph produced for the experiment. Table 1.System configurations for the proposed experiments.\#major\#minormajor th.minor th.Configuration 101--0Configuration 252050Configuration 3520100Configuration 4205050

A job that includes the specific methods has been created to evaluate a domain. Figure [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} shows the graph of the implemented job. This job is divided into multiple tasks. ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Four configurations of workers have been tested. Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} shows the parameters for each experiment. *\#major* and *\#minor* indicate the number of ants belonging to each category, while *major th.* and *minor th.* reflect their respective thresholds.Fig. 8.Time consumed by the jobs. Fig. 9.Number of tasks carried out by each worker.

The system has also been customised according to specific settings. First, when the influence of multiple jobs exceeds the threshold of a worker, the worker selects the job with the greatest influence. Secondly, Eq. [2](#Equ2){ref-type=""} is used to calculate the influence exerted by a job ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} I_j = \frac{T_j(s)}{W_j^2 + 1} \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$In this configuration, the two blacklist methods are preferred over the rest ones. To indicate this preference, the cost of the edges used to form the paths passing through these tasks is set up with lower values. Finally, given a domain, not appearing in a blacklist is not sufficient to consider it as trustworthy.Fig. 10.Number of times each worker change its assigned job.

To test the application, 1000 domains have been processed. For each domain, a job is registered in the system. Figure [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"} shows the number of jobs and their time consumed until completion according to the selected configurations. Configuration 1 is not depicted because the time consumed is one order of magnitude higher. Times spent in Configurations 2 and 3 are similar (their jobs take between 1 and 22 seconds to finish). Configuration 4 obtains shorter times. This result illustrates that the use of several agents had a positive effect in the performance of the system.

Figures [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"} and [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"} depict the number of tasks and the number of job changes each worker performs in both castes respectively. In all configurations, the major workers perform less tasks than minor workers. Also, the Configuration 3 shows a larger gap between castes than the rest of the configurations. This fact is a consequence of the configured thresholds.

This experiment shows how a good selection of the configuration parameters improves the performance. The time consumed by the jobs varies drastically depending on the number of workers available. This fact indicates that the job division and the use of multi-workers are suitable. Finally, the use of different thresholds has provoked that the number of tasks performed by a major worker decreased. If needed, the resources associated to these workers can be reserved by adjusting these thresholds.

Conclusions {#Sec11}
===========

This paper introduces *ACA-SL*, a bio-inspired architecture based on ant colony structures. It combines *MAS* and *SL* to correctly manage high distributed *DSS*.

The architecture makes use of agents taking the role of ant workers. They deal with registered jobs which are external requests placed to the colony. To facilitate the parallel processing, these jobs are defined as a set of tasks which are individually assigned to the different workers. These tasks make up a graph defining the job. Finally, *SL* is used to handle the opinions generated during the process.

A basic application has been implemented to validate the proposal. Experiments have been carried out to illustrate that the proposed architecture is truly feasible. They have shown the importance of defining appropriate settings (i.e. the edge costs, the job influence equation or the job graph shape).

*ACA-SL* is in an early stage of development. However, foundations followed during its design are addressed to establish a good basis for future implementations. Some instances exemplifying these aspects can be found in the capability to setup internal parameters to improve offered performance and the division of jobs in tasks to guarantee correct parallel processing and resources management. Some future works will arise from this contribution. In order to facilitate future implementations based on the proposed architecture, a complete framework development is being considered. This framework will follow the ABM methodology and the Model Driven Architecture (MDA) guidelines. There is a plan to extend some of the features already defined, and to increase the number of castes with the purpose of improving the flexibility of the system. New *SL* operators will be also considered in future projects.
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